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Valerie Campos, a self-taught artist born in Mexico City and raised in Los Angeles, is forever 
seeking, traveling, observing, sketching, painting. Inspired by her regular immersions in places outside 
of her Mexico City home, Campos’ large-scale paintings are a blend of her inner experiences and 
outward influences, both historical and personal. Expertly "dancing" about the canvas with instinctive 
rhythm, color and form, Valerie explores the liminal space between the conscious and unconscious 
worlds, striking a balance between chaos and order.  Often with thick brushstrokes of vivid tones, 
Campos explores abstract forms applied within the composition through universal architectural marks 
to coto convey a sense of timelessness, playing with the viewer's impressions on emotional, visual, and 
physical levels.   



Valerie Campos in her studio





RHAPSODY IN PINK, 2022, Oil on linen, 75 x 106 in



WHITE TULIPS, 2022, Oil on linen, 74 x 94 in



YELLOW STUDIO, 2022, Oil on linen, 75 x 111 in



LILAH'S GAME, 2022, Oil on linen, 70 x 80 in



BLUE BEDROOM, 2022, Oil on linen, 55 x 35.5 in



For artist Perla Krauze, duality is a concept that informs her artistic endeavors. The light, the heavy; 
the ephemeral, the permanent. Chaos and order. The desire to integrate things that don’t normally go 
together is what drives her. 

KrauzKrauze, both a painter and a sculptor, studied graphic design before traveling to London and earning 
a diploma in Textiles from Goldsmiths College as well as master’s degree at the Chelsea College of 
Art. Her work, often created using found or discarded materials, deals with time, memory, nature, and 
dualities — making the overlooked somehow visible. Influenced by modernist architects who have 
left their imprint on Mexico, Krauze developed her own personal language and discovered that the 
essence of Mexico itself — its volcanic ruins and archaeological sites, its mythical and primordial 
qualities — was her most profound inspiration. 

““Perla Krauze is not only an artist; she is a sort of interpreter that seems to know the language of 
stones and plants.” says UNAM professor of Art History, Esteban García Brosseau. She speaks to the 
earth in pilgrimage, bringing her canvases to sacred natural environments and physically making 
rubbings, or impressions of the minerals, paths, cracks, mysteries, that speak to her, to then weave 
them into a deeper conversation in her studio. Her artwork is a contemplation and communion with 
the natural world that influences her.  



Perla Krauze in her studio





BLACK #13, Graphite and oil on canvas, 78.5 x 134 in



TRACES #8, 2023, Graphite and oil on canvas, 47 x 39.5 in 



TRACES #20 AND #21, 201723, Graphite and oil on canvas and wood, Obsidian stone , 71 x 8 x 2 in, 71 x 12 x 2 in  



LEAD GRAY #7, 20192023, Oil on canvas with metal, 24 x 16 in



ASCENDO #5 AND #6, 2022, Pink marble , 12 x 8 x 4 in 



ASCENSO #7, 2023, Cast aluminum and metal , 8 x 8 x 4 in



STABILITY #8, 202223, Pink marble and metal, 17 x 17.75 x 4 in



DUALITY #2, 2023, Black obsidian, basalt stone, metal, wood, gold leaf, 26 x 10 x 4 in



Maribel Portela was born in Mexico, where she lives and makes art. While her artistic expression is 
grounded in her studies at the National School of Arts in Mexico City (UNAM), her artwork emerges 
from a much broader universe of influence. Notions of time, space, and existence combine with ideas 
of the transformation of the natural world, often by humans or technology, in an exploration Portela 
calls altered/artificial nature or natural artifice. Regarding her work, Portela explains, “I have always 
tried to explore the relationship of human beings with the cosmos.” Like the dualities that inspire 
KrauzeKrauze’s art, Portela is driven by the bond “expressed through fears and epiphanies, passions and 
hates, creation and destruction, dreams of the imagination and the solidity of reality.” Her organic 
sculptures transform beautiful natural organisms into something more mysterious by 
recontextualizing them in synthetic, man-made materials. This metamorphosis captures the duality of 
existence and impermanence. 



the studio of Maribel Portela



Radiance, at Wexler Gallery/ New York for WNWN



ALGA, 2022, PVC, metal, 13 x 14 x 12 in



ALGA 2, 2023, PVC, dry plant, 15 x 11 x 9 in



BLACK, 2023, PVC, wood, 19 x 12 x 11 in



BRYOZOAN, 2023, PVC, wood, 19 x 19 x 18 in



BUGULA, 2023, PVC, 18 x 16 x 16 in



CLOUD, 2022, PVC, wood, 27 x 13 x 14 in



LITMUS, 2023, PVC, alabaster, 11 x 12 x 9 in



PINK, 2023, PVC, metal, 27.5 x 11 x 16.5 in



RED CORAL, 2023, PVC, metal, 22 x 13 x 14 in



SILVER PLANT, 2022, PVC in acrylic box, 10.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 in



THALLOPHYTE, 2023, PVC, wood, 23 x 15 x 13 in



RADIANCE, 2023, PVC, 50 x 29 x 14 in



For more information about the artists in Osmosis,
 please contact Wexler Gallery at:

info@wexlergallery.com I 215-923-7030


